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Abstract: Europe and the United States of America are drifting apart – conventional 
wisdom has it that Old Europe was never in love with Republican presidents anyway. 
But with Donald Trump at the helm, the US soft power to influence European allies 
is quickly fading away, highlighting long-existing differences in the transatlantic 
relationship, and straining NATO ties, still of paramount importance for both 
American and European countries alike.

At the moment, the United States cannot credibly claim to be the ”shining city on 
the hill,” and this deteriorating image has tangible impacts on European countries, 
most importantly those in the Central European region, which are on the frontline 
of the recent NATO–Russia tensions. Russia is actively attempting overt and covert 
actions in order to make inroads with regional governments by using political, 
economic, and unlawful tools, while the United States sits idle, with only the military 
and the Pentagon keeping up the presence, especially through the enhanced 
European Deterrence Initiative, that provides momentary comfort for worried allies.

Összefoglaló: Európa és az Amerikai Egyesült Államok lassan távolodik egymás-
tól – bár a közkeletű bölcsesség szerint az öreg kontinens soha nem szerette a 
republikánus elnököket. Donald Trump vezetése alatt azonban az amerikai soft 
power – amely az európai szövetségesek befolyásolásában is komoly szerepet 
játszott – egyre jobban visszaszorul, kiemelve az Atlanti-óceán két partja kö-
zött korábban is meglévő nézeteltéréseket. Ez egyúttal kikezdi a NATO-n belüli 
együttműködést is, amely viszont létfontosságú az európai és amerikai szövet-
ségesek számára.

Az Egyesült Államok jelenleg nem tud a „szabadság világítótornyának” szerepé-
ben tetszelegni; Amerika egyre romló megítélése komoly hatással van az európai 
országokra is, elsősorban a közép-európai régióban, amely éppen a nemrég kiújult 
NATO–orosz feszültségek frontvonalában fekszik. Oroszország számos nyílt és 
fedett kísérletet tesz és tett a térségbeli kormányok befolyásolására, miközben az 
Egyesült Államok tétlenül szemlélődik. Csak a Pentagon áll ki a szövetségesek mel-
lett, elsősorban a még rendelkezésére álló nagyobb összegből gazdálkodó European 
Deterrence Initiative-en keresztül. Ez utóbbi lehetősége átmenetileg megnyugtatja a 
biztonságuk miatt aggódó európai országokat.

The US AchievemenT ThAT never WAS

The US Government seems to be content with the results of the last 30 years: 
after all, American leaders claim to have destroyed Soviet influence over 
Central Europe, brought freedom for the former satellites, enlarged NATO 

to include former Warsaw Pact countries, and spread democracy, laissez-faire 
capitalism, free societies, and a functioning market economy to a region where 
there values were never present before.
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From this side of the Pond, however, these results have nothing to do with the 
Americans. It is without doubt that some Americans – including the now vilified George 
Soros and the late US Ambassador to Hungary, Mark Palmer for example – have done 
something to help nascent anti-communist opposition movements. But as we 
know now from declassified US Government files, neither the White House, nor the 
State Department was interested in throwing out the Soviets from Central Europe. 
The argument went that a lack of an outside coercive power would mean resurgent 
nationalism, imminent wars between former adversaries, and chaos in Europe. 
US ruling circles therefore preferred the devil they knew, the Soviet occupation 
of Central Europe to the unknown would-be nation-states of the region. For this 
reason, the United States claim that America brought democracy to Central Europe 
is not without any caveats. The general feeling in Central Europe right now is that we 
owe America nothing, we fought for our own independence – sometimes defying 
the American interest too.

Economic transformation – rapid dismantling of planned economy, privatization, 
and mass layoffs of millions of people – did not help to make the case for America 
either. Following the Washington Consensus, brought to Central Europe by the 
International Monetary Fund and World Bank advice, well-connected former party 
functionaries converted their political power into economic power, exploiting inside 
information, nomenclature connections, and the sheer ability to be able to talk to 
foreign investors. In the new system, power is where the money is; therefore it was 
a little ambitious overstatement to say a sweeping and meaningful change of the 
guard took place. While newly elected – and often painstakingly naïve – democratic 
governments were trying to do whatever necessary to please Presidents George 
H. W. Bush and Bill Clinton, US companies were exploiting their upper hand in the 
privatization process in several Central and Eastern European countries – and the 
average voter, who got fired as soon as the new American managers took over still 
remembers this.

nATO iS Only WOrTh SOmeThing
if yOU hAve A credible ThreAT

Undoubtedly, one of the greatest results of the post-1989 period is the NATO 
accession of most of the former Warsaw Pact countries. The Czech Republic, 
Hungary, and Poland were the first to join, while the last in the line – as 

of now – is Montenegro, a country which fought against the US during the 1999 
NATO-bombings of then-Yugoslavia. Operation Allied Force was indeed a major 
factor in NATO enlargement, as it took only 11 days from the accession of the three 
Central European countries until bombing raids started against Belgrade and other 
major Yugoslavian cities and military installations. Only a few people did not notice 
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the connection between the two. This “coincidence” makes it hard to argue, that 
NATO enlargement was an unselfish act of American goodwill, and not a calculated 
tactical move in the anti-Milošević buildup.

NATO membership and the will to please our new ally, the United States, were 
significant driving factors in the following years. Central European countries 
followed the US lead into the wars of Afghanistan and Iraq, with Central 
European governments spending a great amount of political capital in their home 
constituencies, as it was very hard to explain to Hungarian and Polish voters, why 
we were putting our bravest soldiers in harm’s way at the other end of the world, 
in somebody else’s war. Contribution to these wars became even more risky, 
as the European Union accession talks were approaching their final phase, and 
the George W. Bush administration was preparing the attack against Saddam 
Hussein’s Iraq. After all, the two major European powers, France and Germany 
which had a decisive say on whether the EU will be enlarged, ended up on the 
other side as the Bush administration denouncing American interventionism and 
thus earning the label “Old Europe” from Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld. But 
Central European states held their line, stuck to the United States and sent troops to 
Iraq, and maintained their presence in Afghanistan. Central European governments 
took great financial and political risks to please the US administration – but apart 
from NATO membership, they did not get anything tangible they could present to 
their voters.

Then came the Obama administration and the now infamous Reset. Even 
those NATO allies which stuck to the United States in order to secure American 
benevolence should tensions with an even more assertive Russia flair up, felt 
betrayed as it was the United States itself which tried to please Russia the most. 
No matter how attractive President Barack Obama looked in the press, he seemed 
to compromise on hard security issues, and as the political and economic future of 
Central European countries seemed to lie with the European Union anyway, the US 
influence over Central European governments started to erode. It was not until 2014, 
the illegal annexation of Crimea and the war in Eastern Ukraine, that the United 
States was able to regain some of its credibility, but only in those countries where 
hard security concerns dominate foreign policy thinking.

hOW The UniTed STATeS iS becOming irrelevAnT

When one looks at the Central European region right now, there can be seen 
two main approaches towards the US administration: one of unconditional 
support (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, and Romania) and the other 

of being ignorant (Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Bulgaria). The main dividing 
line is whether governments think a Russian invasion is imminent, or whether they 
rule that out completely. The current US administration is receptive to the signs 

http://kki.hu/assets/upload/Tanulmanyok_2008_02_The_Netherlands_and_Hunga.pdf
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/2862343.stm
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2003/jan/24/germany.france
http://www.heritage.org/arms-control/commentary/russian-reset-resounding-failure
http://lfpr.lt/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/LFPR-23-Bugajski.pdf
http://lfpr.lt/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/LFPR-23-Bugajski.pdf
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of support, and they have embraced the staunchly pro-American governments 
(Poland got a presidential visit, Romania a state visit to the White House, while both 
Vice President Mike Pence and Defense Secretary James Mattis visited the Baltics 
this year). The others… well, they can consider themselves lucky if they already got 
a new US ambassador.

Being close friends with the US comes at a cost, and most governments are 
aware of this when they are contemplating their relationship with Washington, DC. 
First of all, the most important interests of NATO’s Eastern Flank lie with the European 
Union. The political and economic future of these countries depends on how the 
future political and economic governance arrangements of the European Union will 
take shape; whether money will continue to flow from West to East; whether they 
can preserve their competitiveness (which is partly based on the cheaper costs 
of labor); and how the Franco-German axis will shape the post-Brexit future of 
Europe. The United States seems a distant concern at the moment, especially in 
those countries where the Russian threat is not perceived as important. Attempts 
to balance Berlin with Washington in the EU are futile, as they are counterproductive 
for several reasons, most importantly that the mainstream federalist narrative of the 
EU at the moment is revolving around building a “non-American West,” one that is 
more humane, socially caring, and free of the Second Amendment.

Second, the US government cannot interfere meaningfully with the domestic 
politics of its allies, and that weakens the American hand when dealing with Central 
Europe. The concerns that NATO is an alliance of democracies therefore everyone 
should support civil society, freedom of the press, and other liberal values were 
seriously challenged by Turkey and its president Recep Tayyip Erdoğan. NATO, 
however, seems to have no concerns about the quality of democracy in Turkey. 
Poland which has often been accused of authoritarian tendencies recently is a 
major buyer of American military hardware, and even though sometimes Warsaw 
gets mentions in the State Department press releases, Poland got a presidential 
visit in July that makes previous, lower-level US government criticisms absurd and 
ineffective.

Third, domestic issues deny America the moral high ground it previously 
occupied. President Trump is not very credible when he mentions how important 
it is to fight corruption, avoid nepotism, and protect the freedom of the press. The 
United States is quickly losing its appeal with images of mass shootings aired by 
CNN every second day. The broken American political system, where partisanship 
undermines every innovative policy idea and even the governing majority is so 
fragmented that it cannot pass laws, questions whether the American way of 
democracy, something that the United States always preached to be superior to 
every other form of governance, would really be the most effective method to run 
a country.

Fourth, the values which are often highlighted by the State Department and 
local US missions in the region are being challenged by the US President himself. 
Starting with the role of the media (fake news) through the handling of illegal migration 

http://www.pism.pl/publications/spotlight/no-36-2017
https://www.wilsoncenter.org/article/romanian-president-klaus-werner-iohannis-washington-visit
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-40779184
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-russia-baltics-idUSKBN18612N
http://www.praguemonitor.com/2017/05/19/steve-king-be-new-us-ambassador-czech-republic
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-17-3643_en.htm
https://euobserver.com/political/139120
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2017/07/05/trumps-visit-to-poland-seen-as-a-snub-to-the-e-u-and-germany/
http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/angela-merkel-donald-trump-democracy-freedom-of-press-a7556986.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-07-05/poland-agrees-to-buy-u-s-patriot-rockets-as-trump-visits-warsaw
https://www.state.gov/r/pa/prs/ps/2017/07/272791.htm
https://www.theguardian.com/news/2017/nov/06/wilbur-ross-paradise-papers-leak
https://www.politico.com/story/2017/07/30/ivanka-trump-jared-kushner-241149
http://money.cnn.com/2017/10/05/media/president-trump-news-networks-investigate/index.html
http://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/healthcare/344624-opinion-theres-no-bipartisan-solution-to-the-obamacare-debacle
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-fix/wp/2017/10/11/trump-does-not-value-or-understand-how-a-free-press-works/
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-37243269
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(“I will build a big and beautiful wall on the Mexican border and make the Mexicans 
pay for it.”) to tolerance and inclusiveness (Muslim travel ban), one cannot fail to 
note that there is an incredible discrepancy in the messaging that comes out of the 
White House on the one hand, and missions in the field on the other. US Embassies 
– due to various organizational and political reasons – are increasingly out of touch 
with their own government, and nothing corrodes the influence of a mission abroad 
than not having the ears of its own government back home. For this reason, Central 
European governments are less and less inclined to work with US diplomats posted 
in their countries, and as many of these missions are lacking ambassadors too, it 
becomes questionable whether US diplomatic presence is effective in maintaining 
American influence over governments, which tend to look for connections outside 
of NATO.

Fifth, the approach of the United States towards the Central European region 
has been full of unfulfilled promises: a vivid example of this is energy security. As 
one former American Deputy Chief of Mission put it: Americans preached energy 
security until Central European countries started to believe in it. But tangible results 
were much harder to reach. The Krk LNG-terminal in Croatia is still not built, even 
though Poland and Lithuania succeeded in building their own infrastructure, but 
without US financial support. This shows the limits of US influence in the energy field: 
the US Government is not willing to foot the bill of those projects which are aimed at 
reducing energy dependence on Russia. Every time Central European leaders ask for 
US assistance in building infrastructure, the US Government points at the markets, 
claiming that they should solve this. But the market case is not there: US LNG is, and 
in the foreseeable future will remain more expensive than Russian pipeline gas, not 
to mention the upfront costs of an LNG terminal. Furthermore, the Central European 
gas market is still fragmented also in regulatory terms, which at the moment prohibits 
the construction of a major pipeline. Since the economic viability of these ventures is 
more than questionable, Central European governments are supposed to finance US 
market access. If the given government is willing to pay the extra because of political 
(and mostly hard security) concerns, then the project might work. Otherwise – just 
as we have seen it Croatia’s case – nobody will walk the walk.

Sixth, the economic interests of European countries do not always follow 
American priorities. The enhanced Russia-related sanctions which were passed 
by Congress in July 2017 are clearly against European economic interests, as 
they forbid closer cooperation with Moscow, favored by many leading European 
companies across industries. The United States cannot and does not want to offset 
the losses these decisions cause, neither financially, nor politically. This, combined 
with the above-mentioned five caveats, makes the political arguments from the 
economic calculus disappear, and as a result, European countries will try to get 
closer to Russia and other adversaries of America not because of political reasons 
but because of economic necessities. As long as the US Government is not capable 
of doing anything on the economic front – and the failure of the TTIP negotiations is 
a warning sign – Washington cannot expect Europeans to follow the American lead, 
if the costs of that would outweigh the profits.

https://www.politico.com/interactives/2017/trump-travel-ban-muslim-visa-decline/
https://www.total-croatia-news.com/business/22877-primorje-gorski-kotar-county-strongly-against-lng-floating-terminal-on-krk
http://thenews.pl/1/12/Artykul/331848,Polish-LNG-terminal-to-operate-at-full-capacity-next-year-official
http://www.ngvglobal.com/blog/klaipeda-lng-reloading-station-opened-nears-completion-1030
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/aug/02/donald-trump-sanctions-russia-signs-bill
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trump-russia-eu-idUSKBN1AI285?il=0
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Keeping The WeST TOgeTher

Central and Eastern European allies are contemplating deviations from the 
strict US hardline approach vis-à-vis Russia not because their governments 
became Russian agents or that Vladimir Putin’s subterfuge and information 

warfare was so successful. They do so because the economic calculus combined 
with the decreasing influence of the United States in Europe change the equation 
in favor of Russia, both economically and politically. It is still possible to keep the 
West and NATO united against our rivals, but that requires a change in our side of 
the calculus – but the question remains whether US decision-makers are willing to 
invest more in the US–Central European relationship, which might be a minor cost 
compared to the overall US interest in the region.

A. Wess Mitchell and Jakub J. Grygiel were right in their book that the United 
States should focus on the so-called “fence-sitters,” those countries which are the 
most likely to make that cold calculation based on what America and its adversaries 
can offer. Reengaging countries like Hungary, Bulgaria, Oman or the Philippines 
could be a first step in bringing these countries back to the US orbit. America is 
losing its soft power – President Trump’s late night tweet rants are not useful for 
enhancing the country’s image abroad. Because of him, one of the biggest carrots of 
US foreign policy, namely the White House photo-op is not so attractive or valuable 
anymore as it used to be three years ago.

No matter how inclined US missions are to lecture their host governments, this 
strategy does not work anymore. On the one hand, if one represents the Trump 
administration then a little modesty about the quality of democracy and criticisms 
on the level of public discourse might not be a bad start. Furthermore, as long as 
local US missions tend to speak against the messages coming out from Washington 
and the @realDonaldTrump Twitter handle, their credibility will be in jeopardy. 
Another discouraging sign in this field is the lack of ambassadorial nominations and 
confirmations: by not taking these posts seriously the US Government transmits 
the message that allies are not worth even an ambassador.

Engagement should be the key for US policy in Central Europe, especially for 
the fence-sitters. The denial of high-level meetings for Central European leaders 
is very counterproductive: not talking to them will not make them yield to the US 
arguments, rather it will drive them in a corner, and their only way out will be a 
rapprochement with US rivals. Washington cannot expect the one-sided love affairs 
to continue for long provided that the threat perception of the partner country does 
not necessitate US hard security guarantees. If one does not feel that Russia is 
going to invade them next morning, then advanced prepositioning of US troops 
and military equipment, missile defense or new helicopter contracts will just not be 
important enough to secure the US interests in some Central European capitals.

https://press.princeton.edu/titles/10706.html
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The United States should reconsider how deeply it wants to be part of the internal 
politics of Central European countries. US ambassadors and chiefs of mission have 
become media celebrities in the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Romania as well, 
and they usually speak out on issues which are along the government–opposition 
cleavage lines. A telling sign of the success of this strategy is that how many 
government and opposition leaders you can meet on any of the 4th of July receptions 
in these Central European countries. The US Government cannot avoid talking 
to and engaging its local counterparts. When asked about a former US chargé’s 
participation on an opposition rally in Hungary, a former Hungarian ambassador to 
Ireland quipped: ”Imagine how long I would have been in my position after showing 
up at a Sinn Féin rally.” The United States might have had the clout to play these 
games under the Obama presidency, but now any criticism that comes from the US 
government on the local quality of democracy is missing the weight because of the 
state of US domestic politics.

Central European governments can function perfectly well without high-level 
meetings with US functionaries – but in return, US interests tend to suffer. If there is 
no talk between the leaders, the United States will not be able to make an appealing 
case for allied governments and will not be able to counter offers from US rivals, 
therefore America will have the losing hand. Washington has been using the stick 
generously and the carrot sparingly when it comes to its relations with Central 
European allies. The saying goes that we should be grateful for the United States 
that we are part of NATO – but if NATO does not have any meaning for us, since 
we do not fear Russian invasion, then the strongest – and usually the only – US 
argument for warm bilateral relations has been eliminated.

The United States became a reluctant and disliked leader of the world, with 
few tangible benefits to offer apart from hard security guarantees. European 
leaders – most notably from Germany and France – are challenging American 
leadership in Europe, and as the Eastern Flank of NATO stabilizes, Central European 
governments will be more focused on the future of Europe debate than the future 
of NATO. Being close to the United States, siding with the Trump administration, 
spending more on defense, and being hostile towards Russia simply do not pay off 
for most of the European countries. The symptoms are visible everywhere: Nord 
Stream II, Siemens generators in the Crimea, growing trade between Russia and 
the Czech Republic, criticism towards the US way of life (especially the Second 
Amendment) in all corners of Europe. With Britain leaving the European Union, the 
United States is losing one of the strongest advocates of transatlantic cooperation 
in Brussels. The United States must make the case for cooperation once again, 
and offer tangible benefits for its European allies – apart from boots on the ground, 
which will not be able to halt a possible Russian invasion anyway. At the moment, 
US leaders should not be surprised that Central European allies are seeking other 
friends: if their love for America is not reciprocated, then they will naturally look for 
new opportunities, and one of them might be the One Belt, One Road initiative by 
China for example.

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/apr/05/czech-president-bans-us-ambassador-prague-castle
https://dailynewshungary.com/finally-the-trouble-maker-goodfriend-to-leave-budapest-post/
https://www.politico.eu/article/romanians-shouldnt-vote-for-corrupt-candidates-us-envoy-hans-klemm/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-eu-gazprom/no-eu-unity-for-russia-nord-stream-2-talks-juncker-idUSKBN1CO2RF
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-eu-gazprom/no-eu-unity-for-russia-nord-stream-2-talks-juncker-idUSKBN1CO2RF
https://www.kyivpost.com/business/siemens-villain-victim-crimean-turbines-scandal.html
http://wardsauto.com/industry/skoda-making-push-recovering-russian-market
http://foreignpolicy.com/2016/02/03/if-russia-started-a-war-in-the-baltics-nato-would-lose-quickly/
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Supporters of the transatlantic cooperation on both sides of the Pond have to 
react. First, a thorough assessment of our own shortcomings might be a good 
start. Have a look at why some countries are diverging from the NATO line, and 
try to address their concerns. “This is what America wants us to do” is not an 
acceptable argument for the voters, since that translates into “this is what Donald 
Trump wants us to do.” And that is not a really convincing answer for most of the 
European electorate.




